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Executive Summary

Jason Evans
Partner, Debt Advisory 

Jason Evans is the partner that leads Gambit’s Debt Advisory team. Prior

to joining Gambit, Jason was Regional Director for Lloyds Banking Group,

heading up the regional corporate banking team in the mid-market and

working with businesses with turnover between £10m and £750m. During

his 28-year career, Jason has held various senior roles, including Divisional

Head of Leveraged Finance for HSBC.

He is an Associate of the Securities and Investment Institute, holding an

advanced corporate finance qualification from the Institute of

Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW). Jason has

also been voted "Corporate Banker of the Year" on a number of

occasions at the Insider Dealmaker Awards and more recently has won a

number of debt advisory awards.

In Summary

• The easing of lockdown measures has led to a rebound in both the UK economy and investor

confidence, with companies now restarting their corporate development strategies, supported by

a flexible debt market.

• The funding landscape has settled and the range of funding options to support strategic ambitions

is extensive. Lender appetite remains healthy for borrowers that can demonstrate stability of

earnings and high quality management teams.

• Record cash balances and increasing levels of debt have caused a degree of polarity in

borrowers’ balance sheets. Many businesses are well positioned to attract additional capital in

2021, although others will be required to review current facility arrangements and consider

refinancing strategies where appropriate.

• Despite the wave of increased borrowing caused by Covid-19, a quarter of businesses are

expecting to seek external finance in 2021 (British Business Bank). However, capital repayments will

also commence for many businesses as we approach anniversaries for government supported

schemes such as CBILS and CLBILS.

• Alternative lenders such as asset finance providers and private debt funds continue to increase

their market share and now provide an estimated 30% of SME finance, indicative of the growing

flexibility, accessibility and appropriateness of financing solutions on offer.

• A rise in leveraged buy-out activity involving UK companies has emerged in recent quarters,

indicating both capital availability and appetite from the debt markets to support financial

sponsors and acquirers, who continue to build strong positions in quality assets that have

demonstrated Covid-19 resilience.

• Distressed opportunities have been slow to emerge during the recent period of economic

uncertainty, however, funders are well provisioned for any potential ‘uptick’ in related activity.

• Whilst not addressed in the recent Budget or ‘Tax Day’, potential changes to Capital Gains Tax are

likely to realign vendors’ priorities and flexible debt facilities can support the exit plans of business

owners looking to ensure optimal value realisation prior to any potential changes taking effect.

• The debt landscape is dynamic and continues to evolve on a regular basis, so prudent preparation

in advance of approaching an effective and relevant funder pool remains key to a successful

outcome.
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The UK Economy

Economic Overview

• UK GDP rose by 2.3% in April, the fastest monthly
growth rate since July 2020, soundly beating ONS
predictions on the back of improving business
confidence and a resurgence of demand in Covid-19
hit sectors such as retail, education and hospitality.

• The closely monitored Purchasing Managers’ Index
rose from 61.6 in April 2021 to 64.2 in the first weeks of
May, the highest level since September 2014,

demonstrating the strong level of level of growth in the
UK’s private sector.

• The Bank of England has not made further adjustments
to monetary policy since the introduction of £150bn of
quantitative easing in Q4 of 2020 and interest rates
have been held at the record low base rate of 0.1%.

• UK companies also hired permanent staff at the fastest
pace for 23 years in May and just 8% of workers were
on furlough in the two weeks to May 30th, further
evidencing the UK’s economic rebound.

Economic Outlook

• The further easing of lockdown measures has led to a
notable rebound in economic activity, prompting the
Bank of England to revise its growth forecasts for the UK
economy this year from 5% to 7.3%, which represents
the fastest rate since 1941.

• The UK outlook has also been helped by the
implementation of the two year ‘super-deduction’ for
capital spending announced in March’s Budget,
which encourages infrastructure investment through
the introduction of a tax break for private companies.

• The IMF has also upgraded the UK’s economic forecast
and projects strong growth in 2021 (5.3%) and 2022
(5.1%), supported by the successful roll-out and take-
up of the Covid-19 vaccine and scheduled lifting of
lockdown restrictions.

• Sterling is currently forecast to perform well against the
US dollar, due to inflation fears driven by the
implementation of sizeable stimulus packages in the
USA.

• Public debt has risen in most economies as a result of
the pandemic and in the UK, it reached 99.2% of GDP
in May 2021, although current low interest rates have
made servicing the debt manageable in the short to
medium term.

• The Treasury is however expected to seek out ways in
which the current national deficit can be reduced in
late 2021. Capital Gains Tax was given a reprieve in the
March Budget and on ‘Tax Day’ providing a window
for shareholders to utilise the current tax rates.

Source: IMF (June 2021)
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Debt Market Landscape

Overview

• With record cash balances and increasing debt

levels, there is a degree of polarity in the balance

sheets of borrowers, with some businesses in a

position to borrow further in 2021 and some that are

likely to struggle with debt repayments and may

need to refinance.

• There will be significant demand for finance from

viable SMEs in 2021, and importantly, banks have

sufficient capital to support further lending, with the

Bank of England’s Financial Stability Report

suggesting banks could absorb losses far

exceeding even the most pessimistic of forecasts.

• Despite the wave of increased borrowing caused

by Covid-19, one in four businesses are expecting

to seek external finance in 2021 (British Business

Bank) and as we approach anniversaries for

government supported schemes (such as CLBILS

and CBILS), capital repayments will commence for

some businesses.

• From 6th April, further support in the form of the

Recovery Loan Scheme was introduced, offering

80% government backed loans and overdrafts of

between £25,001 and £10 million per business and

invoice finance and asset finance facilities of

between £1,000 and £10 million, offering further

flexibility to mid-market companies navigating the

UK economic recovery.

• The private debt market is now the third largest

asset class in private capital, behind only private

equity and real estate, with 200 funds closing in

2020, raising an aggregate $118bn in the process.

• A rise in leveraged buy-out activity involving UK

companies has emerged in recent quarters,

indicating both capital availability and appetite

from the debt markets to support financial sponsors

and acquirers, who continue to build strong

positions in quality assets that have demonstrated

Covid-19 resilience.

• In recent years, companies both inside and outside

of London have typically used debt to finance

growth, with a particular emphasis on seeking

flexible structures that can complement and

support their strategic ambitions.

• M&A activity will continue to be sustained by the

support of alternative funders, but approaching the

right funder pool is key to securing funds in the

current environment.
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Debt Market Trends

Debt Structure and Pricing Trends

• Mainstream banks’ mid-market leveraged loan

teams generally operate in the L+350-575 basis

points (“bps”) margin range, although in

recent years, strong demand for unitranche

structures from private debt funds has been

evident, with pricing for such structures

typically between L+600-750bps.

• Alternative lenders are actively pursuing longer

term partnerships with quality assets to help

fund expansion plans, with recent sponsor

backed mid-market transactions being

structured on debt/EBITDA multiples as high as

5.0x,
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Leveraged Buy-Outs of UK Companies

Sector %

Business / Professional Services 24%

Technology, Media & Telecommunications 24%

Financial Services 21%

Healthcare and Life Sciences 14%

Consumer Goods 4%

Manufacturing 3%

Other 10%

Private Debt Fund Lending Across UK Industries (LTM)

Fundraising Trends

• Leveraged buy-out (“LBO”) activity involving UK

companies has picked up in recent quarters, and

supported by private equity appetite, mid-market

LBO leverage multiples continue to hover

between 4.0-5.0x, with businesses in Covid-19

resilient sectors able to attract a multiple at the

top end of this range.

• Sponsor backed buyouts continue to act as a

catalyst for deal activity amongst alternative

lenders, although it is expected that their interest

will continue to grow into new sectors and non

private equity backed assets.

• Distressed opportunities have been slow to

emerge during the recent period of economic

uncertainty, however, funders are well

provisioned for any potential ‘uptick’ in related

activity.

Sector Lending Trends

• In the UK, the business and professional services

sector has been the most dominant user and

beneficiary of the private debt market, which

has tended to focus on sectors that have

demonstrated Covid-19 resilience.

• In 2020, lender appetite had become

polarised in terms of both borrower quality and

sectoral focus, although with activity levels

picking up across a range of industries,

broader appetite is likely to rise throughout the

rest of 2021.

Source: Gambit Analysis (June 2021)

Source: Refinitiv (May 2021)

Source: Gambit Analysis (June 2021)



Key Considerations

• Private company valuations have been buoyed

by interest from private equity companies who

hold a record £1.7tn of dry powder and are

seeking high quality and opportunistic deals, with

a particular interest in companies that have

demonstrated Covid-19 resilience.

• With Business Asset Disposal Relief reduced to £1m

and Capital Gains tax changes on the agenda

for the Chancellor’s Autumn statement, business

owners contemplating an exit should be planning

now, to maximise the value in their shareholding

and benefit from buoyant market valuations.

• Deal makers have become adept at completing

transactions in the current environment, with

effective negotiation of Covid-19 adjustments

paving the way for optimal value realisation

opportunities.

• The debt landscape is dynamic and continues to

evolve on a regular basis, so prudent preparation

in advance of approaching an effective and

relevant funder pool continues to be key in

securing funds in the current environment.

M&A & Credit Markets

Overview & Outlook

• Recent quarters have seen a sharp rise in M&A

volumes, driven by an abundance in the

availability of capital from supportive and flexible

capital markets.

• Buoyant M&A market activity is being facilitated

by the supportive debt market, which continues

to deploy capital at record low interest rates,

offering acquirers looking to undertake a

transaction with an array of flexible solutions to

fund transactions.

• Many acquirers remain well-capitalised, with the

aim of seizing opportunities for diversification into

sectors and market segments with robust levels of

demand, presenting an attractive window of

opportunity for sellers to benefit from favourable

market and sectoral dynamics.

• Potential changes to Capital Gains Tax are likely

to realign vendors’ priorities and flexible debt

facilities can support the exit plans of business

owners looking to ensure optimal value realisation

prior to any potential changes taking effect.

• Listed companies in the FTSE 250 index have seen

their cash balances grow by 129% over the last

twelve months, presenting an optimal

environment for a sustained rise in consolidation

and an opportunity exists for sellers to maximise

both competitive tension and value realisation.

• Well-prepared acquirers with strongly capitalised

balance sheets can also seize the opportunity to

engage with the M&A market and take

advantage of market dislocations and a rise in

distressed domestic activity as Covid-19

government support initiatives unwind.

• As distressed sales rise in prominence,

opportunities to perform part or whole acquisitions

at reduced valuations will increase, leading to

innovative deal structures where the role of expert

advisors will be of vital importance to ensure

optimal value realisation.

• Whilst more immediate liquidity needs were

prioritised in 2020, the scope and purpose of

funding will naturally shift in 2021, with longer-term

strategic plays such as acquisition financing

returning to the forefront of fundraising activity.

Source: PCPI
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Gambit Corporate Finance – Debt Advisory

Jason Evans

Partner, Debt Advisory

Office: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

Mobile: +44 (0) 772 544 6741

Email: jason.evans@gambitcf.com

Michael Dunn

Executive, Debt Advisory

Office: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

Email: michael.dunn@gambitcf.com

Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a
global partnership of middle-market investment
banks and corporate finance advisory firms.
With over 200 professionals located in 26 offices
throughout the world, CFI members specialise in
cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital
raising, and related services. CFI is ranked
number 24 in Europe and 32 globally by
Thomson Reuters for transactions valued up to
€200 million.

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit Corporate Finance
(“Gambit”) is an independent corporate
finance firm specialising in advising private and
public organisations on mid-market transactions
in the UK and overseas. With offices in London
and Cardiff, Gambit is widely recognised as a
market leader in corporate finance advice
having built up detailed industry knowledge
and an enviable track record in deal origination
and execution.

www.gambitcf.com

Simon Marsden

Director, Debt Advisory

Office: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

Mobile: +44 (0) 779 644 1330

Email: simon.marsden@gambitcf.com


